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Learning from Nobel laureates -- and another who should have shared the... https://www.minnpost.com/politics-policy/2011/10/learning-nobel-laurea...

By Louis D. Johnston | 10/12/11
I was a lucky
student at the
University of
Minnesota.

REUTERS/Tim Shaffer

Professors Christopher Sims and Thomas Sargent attend a news conference at Princeton University on Monday.

With
Monday's
award of the
Nobel Prize in
economics to
Thomas J.
Sargent and
Christopher
A. Sims, four
of my five

macroeconomics professors have now won a Nobel.
But I should have been five for five in macro.
Another remarkable professor I studied under, Neil Wallace, should have shared this week's prize.
Here's why.
Four Horsemen of Minnesota
The Department of Economics at the University of Minnesota was an exciting place in the 1970s and
1980s.
Sargent, Sims, Wallace and Edward Prescott (Nobel laureate in 2004) were known as the Four
Horsemen of the department because of their innovative work in macroeconomics. (Another of my
macro teachers, George Akerlof of the University of California, Berkeley, won a Nobel in 2001.)
Leonid Hurwicz, Nobel Laureate in 2007, and Walter Heller, chair of the Council of Economic
Advisors under President Kennedy, were both active members of the U of M department.
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N.J. (Jim) Simler was the unflappable, pipe-smoking
chair who kept the whole place running smoothly. I took
courses with all of these scholars, and Professor Hurwicz
was kind enough to serve as my honors thesis adviser.
The U of M Economics Department did not form a
coherent "school" like the Chicago School. They shared a
respect for using economic theory and statistical
technique to understand the economy. But this did not
lead to a unified world view or a monolithic political
perspective, a lesson current policy makers should learn.
The faculty differed greatly in their
teaching styles. Sargent was
meticulously prepared for class.
For instance, in one course we
used a draft version of a book he
was writing; I opened the notes
during the lecture and found that
he was repeating the text word-forword without the book in front of
him.

Q. Gngg Blake) of S1n 1age asks Don Shelby:
Was ·CDS responsible fot· the chroiges at. W·C CO
that made you say you'd had eno-ugb?
A. ot CBS . The economics of
commercial televi ·ion arid the
popularity contest got to me. What m
d.id best cost a lot of money to produce and a 1ong
ti me to gather the facts. AU o- er the country there
is . iu[e time, le ·s money and in order to be pop:i.ifar
any ·talion must gi- e the audience what it wants
not necessar]I what it needs .

I

BEcomE one today

~

Sims, on the other hand, came to
class with a few sheets of paper,
and starting in the upper left-hand corner of the blackboard, would fill it with equations. Then,
inevitably, he would pause and say, "Wait, I think that should be a minus sign" — and started
changing bits and pieces of equations we had spent 40 minutes writing down, sometimes leaving us in
utter confusion and apologetically telling us that he would straighten everything out in the next class.
Neil Wallace: Unsung hero
Sargent and Wallace became particularly well known because of two papers: "Rational' Expectations,
the Optimal Monetary Instrument, and the Optimal Money Supply Rule (1975)" and "Some
Unpleasant Monetarist Arithmetic (1982)." Both of these papers applied rational expectations to
economic analysis of government policies.

Rational expectations holds that households and businesses use all of the information available to
them to make the best possible forecasts about the future path of economic variables. Abraham
Lincoln supposedly summarized this idea without knowing it: You can fool some of the people all of
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the time, and all of the people some of the time, but you cannot fool all of the people all of the time.
Rational expectations is now a standard tool in dynamic economic models, but at the time it was
revolutionary. Robert Lucas of the University of Chicago was awarded a Nobel in 1995 for his work in
macroeconomics, in particular for his application of rational expectations.
Lucas' models were, however, intensely mathematical and difficult for much of
the profession to understand. Sargent and Wallace in their joint work made
rational expectations something that macroeconomists could understand and
start to use.
So why didn't Wallace share in Monday's Nobel?
Sargent himself gave a clue in a 2005 interview [PDF]. It turns out that Wallace
asked Sargent to remove his name from almost all of the papers they wrote
together because he didn't think they were good enough!

econ.la.psu.edu

Neil Wallace

As Sargent himself said, "When I think of Neil, one word comes to mind: integrity."
Learning from Wallace
I took two undergraduate honors courses from Wallace in the early 1980s. He did not use a textbook
in either course. Instead, he gave us articles that he and others had written employing the tools that
he was developing. Only later did I learn that two of the articles were early versions of the "Unpleasant
Arithmetic" paper. I still have my notebooks from these courses and review them still, despite the fact
that textbooks now exist containing this material.
My most powerful memory comes from the first day of my second course with Wallace. He came into
the course, said hello, then wrote this on the board:
Money(?) and Banking (?)
The catalog listed the title of the course as "Money and Banking," but his point was clear: We were not
going to simply accept a textbook definition of what money is or what most people think banking is.
We were going to ask what really constitutes money in economic models, what are banks (besides
buildings that are imposing and institutions that are regulated by governments.)
The models Wallace taught us 30 years ago are now the basis for an approach called the New
Monetarist Economics [PDF]. In this work, Wallace's call to answer the questions Money (?) and
Banking (?) are taken as the starting point for an entire field that is reopening many questions in
monetary theory and policy.
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The work of Wallace, Sargent and Sims directly affects macroeconomic policy today. Ben Bernanke
and the Federal Reserve announced that they would keep interest rates near zero until mid-2013
because they absorbed the rational expectations perspective: policy needs to be clear and consistent.
Telling everyone exactly where the interest rate will be for exactly how long flows directly from
rational expectations macroeconomics. This is only one of many examples.
Taking those two courses with Neil Wallace, now a professor at Penn State, made me want to be an
economist. I learned from his example that a person could spend a lifetime asking profound,
fascinating and original questions and truly make a difference in people's lives, especially those of
students.
He should have shared Monday's announcement with Sargent and Sims. Perhaps it's not too late for
the Nobel committee to recognize its mistake.
Louis Johnston is associate professor and chair of the Department of Economics at the College of
Saint Benedict and Saint John's University. He spent the years 1979 through 1985 as an
undergraduate and graduate student at the University of Minnesota.
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